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“Why does Boss Kenny deal with Elliot? Do they have any grudges? If

they had grudges before, why did Elliot come here?”

Avery felt that this was a bit strange. “The last time they met and drank
together.”

The bodyguard looked serious. “The world of rich people is like this.
Today they are friends, and they may be enemies tomorrow. Everything
only depends on interests, not relationships.”

Avery suddenly remembered a message from his cell phone in the middle
of the night last night.

Is it possible that it has something to do with that message?

on the mountain.

Under the leadership of Boss Kenny’s niece, Elliot came to Boss Kenny’s
room.

Boss Kenny looked at Elliot with fox eyes.

“Elliot, I really underestimate you!” Boss Kenny sighed, “Who told you

the news?”

Elliot picked up the cigarette case on the table and took out a cigarette
from it.



“You asked your bodyguard to escort Avery down the mountain. You are
really brave to stay here alone.” Seeing his calm expression, Boss Kenny
admired his courage very much.

“I heard that your pilot drove the plane over last night. What, are you
planning to run away at any time?” Elliot put the cigarette between his
fingers and asked in a deep voice.

Boss Kenny asked curiously: “Elliot, if you really die here, what will be
the consequences for me?”

Elliot chuckled softly: “If I die, I will definitely drag you to death! You
should ask, If I die here, what will be the consequences for your
descendants.”

Boss Kenny’s face turned as black as the bottom of a pot.

His bodyguards immediately surrounded him and looked at Elliot
aggressively.

“By the way, your plane can’t fly over the green mountains.” Elliot
ignored the bodyguard and reminded casually, “Now is not your father’s

backward era, whether it is information technology or various weapons,
all You have made a lot of progress. For the people who came to you this
time, as long as there is an accident, your family will not think about it.
Let alone you want to blow up all of us. Are you eating too much health
supplements, and your mind is full of fears? Is it water?”

Boss Kenny was scolded. His body trembling with anger, but there was
nothing he could do.

“Tell me, who gave you a bad idea?” Elliot glanced at his watch,
“You’re running out of time.”



“What do you mean?!” Boss Kenny swallowed nervously, “You
shouldn’t be looking for someone. Come on?! I didn’t do anything!”

Elliot sneered and broke the cigarette between his fingers, “Since you
don’t have the guts to fight with me, don’t provoke me! I’m not

good-tempered, did you only know me today?”

Boss Kenny sighed, “Elliot, you are too arrogant. When my father was

alive, he told me that you will become an important figure in the future of
Aryadelle. I didn’t expect him to be a prophecy. I don’t dare to gamble
with your family’s life. It’s my fault this time, and I’ll make up for it.”

“Speak! Who told you to do this?!” Elliot demanded.

Boss Kenny was a little afraid of him, but he was unwilling to say:
“Didn’t I not blow you up? If I commit a crime and let the law punish me.
why should you be so arrogant to me? After all, I am also your elder.”

Elliot’s face suddenly became extremely ugly.

“It’s someone you know. It’s by your side. Go find it yourself!” Boss
Kenny felt that the atmosphere was too oppressive, so he got up and
strode out of the room.

At this time, the courtyard of Hallstatt Villa was full of people.

There was a helicopter flying in the air, and everyone didn’t know what

was going on.

Seeing this situation, Boss Kenny was so frightened that his face turned
black. He raised his wrist and glanced at his watch.

It took no more than half an hour from when Elliot asked the bodyguard
to send Avery down the mountain to when the rescue came!



Elliot held the phone and walked to Boss Kenny, his voice sounded like
h-e-l-l: “Go kowtow to everyone and admit your mistake, or I’ll blow up

your villa!”

At the foot of the mountain.

Avery looked up at the helicopter flying in the air, and her restless heart
returned to peace.

At this moment, her cell phone rang, and she immediately answered the
call.
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“Avery, I’m safe.” On the other side of the phone, Elliot’s low voice

came.

“What happened in the morning?” Let’s meet again.” Her voice trembled
uncontrollably, “Fortunately, you’re all right. Elliot, I was almost scared
to death.”

Elliot listened to her aggrieved voice and coaxed, “It’s all right. I’ll go
down the mountain to find you right away.”

After hanging up, Avery raised her hand to wipe her tears.

The bodyguard tried to persuade her to calm down, but the speech turned
into this: “My boss is not dead! I hate women crying the most.”

Avery looked at him with tears in her eyes and asked: “Why don’t you

worry about his accident? I see that you have been very calm.”



The bodyguard sneered: “What is this scene today. My boss has been
assassinated countless times along the way, and several times the
situation is more dangerous than this. Since you want to be with him
Together, you have to be prepared to be assassinated.”

Avery was silent for a while.

The bodyguard looked at her speechless and shocked, and the bodyguard
was stunned.

Shouldn’t he frighten Avery to break up with Elliot directly?

But on second thought, if Avery is so brave, then she is not worthy of his
boss.

“Not only are you in danger, but your children are also in danger. Have
you read the social news? How many rich people’s children have been

kidnapped, don’t I need to say more?” The bodyguard continued.

Avery remained silent.

After Elliot went down the mountain, he saw Avery’s face pale, as if he
hadn’t recovered.

“Avery, did you frighten you this morning?” Elliot wrapped her long
arms around her slender body. “I’m afraid they will threaten me with you.
Then I will be very passive.”

She nodded and asked, “Elliot, are you often assassinated?”

Elliot said, “Why do you ask this all of a sudden? Today is not an

assassination. The surnamed Kenny was bewitched and wanted to blow
up all the people in our villa. In this way, Aryadelle will undergo



earth-shaking changes. He thought that he would be able to master
Aryadelle. The economic lifeline is actually stupid!”

“Why does he have such a terrible idea?”

“He doesn’t have such a brain, someone is instructing him behind his

back.”

“Who?” Avery’s back was chilled.

“Mr. Kenny wouldn’t say the name of that person. He just said it was
someone around me. I’ll investigate when I go back.” Elliot held her by
the hand and took her into the car, “Let’s go home first! Everything I said
last night , do you remember?”

Avery said, “Did we talk about anything other than sleeping together last
night?”

Elliot looked at her deeply: “You are angry about the morning.”

“Want to hug that woman’s waist?” Avery settles the account with him,
“You think you are the only one who is good at acting? I am also good at

acting. You tell me it’s dangerous, let me pretend to have a fight with
you. Maybe the acting is more exciting. Are you going to find a woman
to stimulate me?”

Seeing her angry, Elliot lowered his head and explained to her, “I was in
a hurry at the time and I was afraid that you would be implicated by me,
and I just wanted to get you out as soon as possible. So I thought about
it.”

Avery accepted his explanation: “Don’t do this next time. If you hug
another woman, don’t touch me in the future.”



Elliot put his arms around her waist and promised, “I don’t dare.”

“Hey, I have a headache now and I don’t know how to tell the child when

I go back.” Avery rested her head on his shoulder, “Layla is okay. She
has always had a crush on you. It’s just Hayden… “

I don’t know what to do either. I made you angry, and I can coax you
with the cheeks, but Hayden really hates me so much.” Elliot said word
by word, “This is the evil fruit I planted.”

Elliot said again: “He should not stop us from remarrying.”

“I know. He respects me very much. It is because of this that I am
embarrassed.” Avery closed her eyes, “I am a little dizzy, I want sleep.”

“Okay.”

In Avonsville.

The experiences of Elliot and Avery in Hallstatt spread when Avery
called Chad for help.
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Originally, the two of them went to Hallstatt to cultivate their

relationship on vacation, but after only one night, they encountered such
a big danger.

“Tammy called me early this morning and said that Avery sent her a
message last night and decided to remarry Elliot.” Mike was only excited
for half an hour when he heard that the two of them were in danger in
Hallstatt, “Fortunately, I was surprised. No danger.”



“I have to call Ben back to watch the fun.” Chad turned on his mobile
phone and prepared to call Ben Schaffer, who was on a business trip
abroad.

Mike looked at the time and said, “I’m going to Hayden’s school! The
news is too sudden. If I don’t tell Hayden in advance, I’m afraid he won’t

be able to bear the excitement when he returns home in the evening.”

Chad took his arm: “That… …..Please be sure to help persuade Hayden.
My boss and Avery have not been easy for so many years. Since the two
of them have decided to be together, don’t be unable to remarry because
of Hayden.”

Mike said, “In my heart There are numbers. And Hayden is not the kind
of unreasonable child you think. He hates Elliot so much, not because
Elliot was too heavy before.”

Chad looked embarrassed, “I know. My boss doesn’t know that Layla

and Hayden are him. Before the child, his temper was really violent. He
has changed a lot now. He will be very good to the child in the future.”

Mike said “Don’t worry, I will persuade Hayden.”

In the evening, Starry River Villa.

In order to celebrate the safe return of Avery and Elliot, everyone
gathered together.

Avery was surprised that Hayden didn’t hide back in the room after
seeing Elliot.

After everyone was seated, dinner began.



Avery’s eyes fell on the two children: “Hayden, Layla, mom wants to tell

you two things.”

Layla looked at her with big clear eyes: “Oh, mom, you’re getting
married to dad Is that right? You are looking for a husband yourself, not
for us, so you don’t have to ask us whether we agree or not!”

Hayden nodded.

Avery was speechless.

After the two children expressed their unanimous opinions, Avery was a
little confused.

So smooth, it feels a little unreal.

“Thank you, but mom still wants to explain to you.” Avery continued.

Layla said, “Dad is rich and handsome, and it’s not bad for you. If you
want to marry him, my brother and I have no objection!”

Averysaid, “Layla, who taught you to say that?”

Layla said, “Uncle Mike and Auntie Tammy have taught me.”

Avery was speechless.

Tammy and Mike secretly lowered their heads.

After dinner, Avery sent Elliot out.

“Avery, do we get the certificate first or do the wedding first?” Elliot
asked enthusiastically.



Avery’s cheeks were slightly red: “Let’s prepare for the wedding first!
Tammy and Jun planned to get the certificate, so let’s get the marriage
certificate!”

Elliot stretched his brows and said dumbly, “Okay. I’ll contact the
designer tonight and get married tomorrow. The ring and the dress are
settled.”

If it was before, she would have said that he was too anxious, but now,
she is in the same mood as him.

The two of them came up and down, and it was long overdue for a grand
wedding!

The next day, Avery drove to see Elliot and the designer.

When Avery was stuck in traffic on a congested road in the city center,
she inadvertently looked through the car window and saw a familiar
figure outside the car window!

Her heart like suddenly came to her throat!
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Avery almost didn’t think about it, she immediately opened the car door
and got out of the car!

She saw Adrian’s eldest brother, Zion White.

Before she went to Bridgedale to find them, but their neighbors said they
moved! She has been inquiring about their whereabouts, but
unexpectedly, they came to Aryadelle!



After she got out of the car, she strode towards Adrian White.

“Zion!” Avery grabbed his arm from behind, breathing a little short,
“Why did you move? Did you move to Aryadelle to settle down?Where

do you live now? I want to see Adrian!”

Zion turned his head to see Avery, and his face suddenly showed a look
of bad luck and impatience.

His father was beaten by Elliot and was hospitalized. Now he came out to

buy breakfast for his father, but he never expected to meet Avery!

Zion pushed her hand away, “Doctor Tate, are you bothered? Are we

familiar with you? What does it matter to you when we move? Why do

you always pester my brother? My father is in the hospital, If you want
to go to the hospital to take care of him, get out of the way!”

Avery was stunned for a moment and asked, “What happened to your

father? You came to Aryadelle for treatment? I don’t want to bother you

but why don’t you let Adrian use Mobile phone?! He is a human, not an
animal you raised, and you have no right to restrict his personal
freedom!”

“Personal freedom? How funny! He is a fool! If a fool is free, he will not
be far from death!” Zion Contempt for mockery.

Avery was so angry that Zion lost his mind. Her hands were clenched
tightly, and her emotions were about to explode at any moment.

Adrian is not a fool. He has his own consciousness now!

“I suspect you’re not his brother!” Avery gritted his teeth, “If you were
his brother, you would never say such a word ‘fool’!”



“We’re brothers, do you want to take care of us? You’re full I was so

panicked, so I ran to the main street to ascend to the hall.” Zion said, and
started to walk, intending to leave.

Avery grabbed him again and warned: “This is Aryadelle! If I can’t get
through to Adrian tonight, you and your dad, wait for my revenge! I’m
not just the Doctor Tate you know! but I’m the boss of the Tate

Industries!”

Avery’s threat made Zion’s face ashen.

Although Avery looks weak and quiet, she is indeed a woman with
means, otherwise she would not have gotten together with Elliot!

Even if she is not the boss of the Tate Industries, her relationship with
Elliot alone is enough to make them jealous.

After Zion left, Avery sighed heavily and turned to look for the car.

But there’re cars coming and going on the road, where was her car!

Her car…was towed away!

At 10:30 in the morning, she met Elliot and the designer.

Elliot couldn’t help staring at her face: “traffic jam?”

She told him the traffic jam on the phone.

But no matter how congested the city center is, it is impossible to be
blocked for an hour.

Elliot wondered what had happened to her.



Avery took a sip of water and responded perfunctorily.

There’re outsiders here, and it was inconvenient for her to tell him
clearly.

After talking for about an hour, the designer already knew what kind of

dress and wedding ring Avery wanted.

After the designer left, Elliot moved to Avery: “Tell me, what’s wrong?”

“My car was towed away by the traffic police.” Avery blushed and said
truthfully, “I went to pick up the car, and it cost me money.”
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“Why did they drag your car?” Elliot frowned slightly, “What happened?
Why didn’t you call me?”

“It’s just a small matter.” Avery picked up the water glass and took a sip,
“I’m in On the way, I met Zion. His family members are very strange. I
was very angry that they did not let my patient contact me. When I met

Zion on the road in the morning, I ran to look for it. That person has
reasoned.”

After hearing her explanation, Elliot felt unbelievable: “Avery, since
your patient’s family doesn’t want your patient to contact you, why don’t
you respect their wishes? Your patient is not your family. You can’t take
care of other people’s family affairs.”

Avery frowned, “I knew you were going to say that. This patient is
different from ordinary patients.”



“I know that he and Shea have the same disease. So you are right He is
very concerned, right?” Elliot interrupted her, “Since his family asked
you to treat him at a high price, it means that his family is by no means
an ordinary family. They will naturally take good care of the patient.”

“It’s strange. It’s that they didn’t take good care of my patient. Otherwise,
I wouldn’t mind my own business.” Avery lowered her eyes, “I know
you still think it has nothing to do with me, but I just can’t control myself
to take care of it. “

Elliot suddenly softened: “Avery, I didn’t say you were bad. If they
really abuse your patient, then you can interfere if you want! I’ll support
you.”

Avery shook her head quickly: “Although I’m nosy, but I won’t do
things beyond my ability. And our wedding also needs your attention, so
you don’t need to worry about my little things.”

Elliot: “Yeah.”

“Elliot, I heard that you also had this disease when you were young and
you were cured by a genius doctor. Did you go to that genius doctor
later?” Avery asked the question that troubled him, “If you were not
cured when you were a child, you would be very pitiful now.”

Elliot’s expression became confused: “No one has told me about this. I
don’t know anything about this genius doctor, so I can’t find it.”

“Oh, what a pity.” Avery glanced at the time and said, “Let’s go to lunch!
I’m a little hungry.”

“Okay. Next time your car is towed away, tell me directly, you don’t
have to go by yourself. Get the car.” Elliot said.



Avery said sternly, “There won’t be another time. I’m too impulsive

today, it’s very dangerous.”

“Well.”

In the evening.

Avery received a call from Adrian.

“Adrian, are you okay now? I met your elder brother, Zion today, and he
refused to tell me about you.” Avery asked anxiously.

Adrian’s voice came weak, “They locked me in the room and didn’t let

me out. If I don’t listen to them, they won’t let me eat… I’ll be very

hungry if I don’t eat.”

Avery’s psychological defense line collapsed: “How could this happen?
How could they treat you like this?! Adrian, listen to them first, you
must eat well! Otherwise, your body will not be able to bear it! I will find
a way to find you! You are waiting for me!”

“Avery, you are so kind.” Adrian seemed to chuckle slightly and said
contentedly, “I knew you wouldn’t leave me alone.”

Avery’s eyes were wet and moist. She couldn’t figure out why Adrian
was treated like this.

Nathan spent a huge amount of medical expenses to treat Adrian, but
abused him, why? What did they want to do when they asked Adrian to

listen to them?

At night, Avery lost sleep. Regarding this issue, she thought of many
possibilities.



She even thought of Elliot. She always felt that Elliot also had a problem.

The next morning, Elliot came to the Starry River Villa.

Avery looked at him, dazed for a few seconds, and a bold idea suddenly
came into his heart!
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